
Next-generation cancer drugs 
boost immunotherapy responses
Early clinical trial data suggest that combining medicines improves 

treatment.
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Combining cancer treatments can boost remission rates in patients with 
kidney cancer.

An approach to unleashing immune responses against cancer is 

showing promise in early clinical trials, and may boost the effectiveness 

of existing therapies.



The experimental drugs target a protein called IDO, which starves 

immune cells by breaking down the crucial amino acid tryptophan. IDO 

can suppress immune responses and rein in potentially damaging 

inflammation. But it can also halt the body’s natural immune response to 

cancer and allow tumours to grow unchecked. Some tumours even 

express IDO to shield themselves from the immune system.

Researchers will present the latest round of clinical data from IDO-

inhibiting drugs at the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) 

annual meeting in Chicago, Illinois, on 2–6 June. The results add to 

mounting evidence that IDO inhibitors boost the effectiveness of 

treatments called immunotherapies, which bolster immune responses 

against cancer. “It’s almost like you’re taking down a tumour force field,” 

says Michael Postow, a cancer researcher at the Memorial Sloan 

Kettering Cancer Center in New York City.

Over the past decade, immunotherapies have sparked a revolution in 

cancer research. One class of drugs, called PD-1 inhibitors, can produce 

long-lasting remissions in people whose cancers have resisted every 

other available treatment. But such success stories are limited to a lucky 

few: tumours will shrink in less than one-third of those who take the 

drugs.

One problem is that tumours express a host of proteins that shut down 

immune responses, so blocking PD-1 may simply allow another protein 

to step in. Researchers are frantically searching for ways to boost the 

success rates of PD-1 inhibitors by combining them with drugs that can 

block these other proteins. “There are ways around every single one of 

these checkpoint proteins,” says immunologist Andrew Mellor of 



Newcastle University, UK. “Therein lies the problem — and therein lies 

the solution.”

Greater than the sum of its parts?

Pharmaceutical companies have been racing to test the effectiveness of 

combining experimental IDO-inhibiting drugs with approved PD-1 

inhibitors. NewLink Genetics in Ames, Iowa, announced in April that 

combining its IDO-pathway inhibitor indoximod with an anti-PD1 drug 

shrank tumours in 31 of 60 people with advanced melanoma in the trial.

And data to be presented at the ASCO meeting suggest that an IDO 

inhibitor called epacadostat, made by Incyte of Wilmington, Delaware, 

could boost response rates to anti-PD-1 drugs in lung and kidney 

cancers. Thirty-five percent of people with non-small-cell lung cancer 

responded to the combination. In kidney cancer, the combination shrank 

tumours in 47% of trial participants.

Other companies are also testing IDO inhibitors — including a firm co-

founded by cancer researcher Benoit Van den Eynde of the Ludwig 

Institute for Cancer Research in Brussels. In 2003, Van den Eynde’s 

team became the first to demonstrate that IDO is expressed in human 

tumours1. His company, iTeos Therapeutics in Gosselies, Belgium, has 

partnered with the pharmaceutical giant Pfizer in New York City, and 

brought its IDO inhibitor into clinical trials last year.

It is still early, cautions cancer immunologist Thomas Gajewski of the 

University of Chicago in Illinois, who has worked on clinical trials of IDO 

inhibitors. The trials so far have been small and lack a control group that 

received only PD-1 inhibitors. As a result, researchers can only compare 



the results of drug combinations with the historical success rates of PD1 

inhibitors.

And there is still a lot to learn about how IDO interacts with the immune 

system, or what effects an IDO inhibitor could have elsewhere in the 

body, says Michael Platten, an oncologist at the German Cancer 

Research Center in Heidelberg. IDO is expressed in many tissues. “This 

is still a relatively new field,” says Platten. “We do not really understand 

the molecular mechanism.”

But an encouraging sign, adds Gajewski, is that so far, the combination 

of drugs to inhibit IDO and PD-1 seems to be relatively safe, and lacks 

the toxicity seen when PD-1 inhibitors are used with some other cancer 

drugs. “In some of the combinations, it looks like there’s benefit beyond 

anti-PD-1 alone, but without toxicity,” he says. “For me, that’s really an 

opportunity.”
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Tissue-independent cancer drug gets 
fast-track approval from US regulator
Treatment will be given on the basis of a tumour’s molecular markers, rather than its 
location in the body.
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Colorectal-cancer cells may have met their match in a treatment just approved by US 
regulators.
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued its first approval of a cancer drug 
that targets tumours with specific mutations, regardless of where in the body the tumour first 
took root.

This deviates from the agency’s previous approach: although a drug’s use may have been 
linked to the presence of a particular molecular marker, the FDA still required individual 
approvals to deploy that drug based on the tumour's location.

The announcement on 23 May expands the use of pembrolizumab, manufactured by 
pharmaceutical giant Merck & Co. of Kenilworth, New Jersey. The drug boosts the body’s 
ability to attack tumours by blocking a protein called PD-1, which normally holds the 
immune system in check. The FDA had previously approved pembrolizumab for use in 
several cancers, including lung and skin cancer. But physicians can now use it in any solid 
tumour that has a particular defect in its ability to repair damaged DNA.

Related stories
• Century-old tumours offer rare cancer clues



• Cell maps reveal fresh details on how the immune system fights cancer
• Promising cancer drugs may speed tumours in some patients

More related stories
Researchers have been anticipating such marker-based approvals for roughly a decade, as the 
rise of molecular profiling — characterizing a tumour based on the genes and proteins that it 
expresses — has promised a shift in cancer treatment. Similar approvals may be on the 
horizon as companies begin to structure more of their clinical trials to gather data on a drug’s 
effects across multiple tumour locations.

“It’s exciting,” says cancer biologist Trever Bivona of the University of California, San 
Francisco. “It’ll signal a very clear shift in the way the whole ecosystem operates: the FDA, 
the companies and the oncologists.”

Location, location, location
Yet achieving this milestone has been more difficult than many cancer researchers initially 
expected. Despite early enthusiasm for the approach, researchers have come to respect the 
influence of a tumour’s location on its response to treatment, says cancer researcher René 
Bernards of the Netherlands Cancer Institute in Amsterdam. “It was a case of irrational 
exuberance,” he says. “When push comes to shove, the clinical responses were not that 
impressive.”

Bernards speaks from experience. In 2010, researchers reported a successful trial of a drug 
called vemurafenib, which targets a mutated form of the protein B-RAF1. Subsequent studies 
found that the drug worked in 48% of melanomas with that mutation2. The results came as 
cancer genome sequencing efforts were gathering steam, building massive catalogues of 
mutations found across different cancers. The vemurafenib success fuelled hopes that the 
drug would work in other cancers with the same B-RAF mutation.

But in colon cancers with those mutations, the data were dismal: only about 5% of patients 
responded to the drug3.

The episode has since become the poster child for the importance of location, Bernards says. 
His team studied cancer cells grown in culture, and found an additional pathway — active in 
colon-cancer cells but not in most skin-cancer cells — that could allow colon cancers to 
escape the effects of vemurafenib4. “Context does seem to matter,” he says. “Big time.”

Betting on markers
But the success of pembrolizumab shows that a marker-based approach can still work in 
some cases. In 2015, researchers reported that about 71% of trial participants whose tumours 
had a defect in their ability to repair damaged DNA benefited from pembrolizumab treatment, 
regardless of where those tumours were located5. The flaw disables a pathway that repairs 
mistakes made by the enzymes that copy DNA during cell division. Those mistakes create 
mutated proteins that can signal to the immune system that something is amiss, says James 
Eshleman, a pathologist at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine in Baltimore, 



Maryland.

Still, the landmark approval opens doors to other companies betting on this approach. 
Investigators at Loxo Oncology in Stamford, Connecticut, are betting that their drug 
larotrectinib will also be able to override location-specific cues. Larotrectinib targets TRK-
fusion proteins, which are created when two genes fuse together. The resulting proteins spur 
tumour growth, and Loxo has been testing its drug in any tumour with the fusions. The 
company will report data from its trials on 3 June at the annual meeting of the American 
Society of Clinical Oncology in Chicago, Illinois.  

It is unusual for companies to launch such ‘tissue-agnostic’ trials, says Bivona. But he 
expects the FDA approval to encourage more companies to try that route — particularly 
when researchers are targeting a rare molecular marker. Enrolling participants with the same 
marker across different tumour types will help boost the size of trials, he notes. “You can get 
a quicker readout on the effectiveness of the drug,” says Bivona. “Practically speaking, I 
would say this is the most important upside of this approach.”
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Promising cancer drugs may 
speed tumours in some patients
Early studies fuel scientists’ determination to understand how 
immunotherapy may sometimes make disease worse.
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Immunotherapy offers hope to some people with hard-to-treat cancers — but it 
can backfire.
Powerful drugs that unleash the immune system hold the promise to 
wipe out cancer for some people with advanced disease. But two recent 
studies1, 2 suggest that these therapies, called PD-1 inhibitors, may 
backfire in some patients — speeding cancer’s spread. Now scientists 
want to find out why.

The latest studies are too small to justify a change in how physicians 
treat patients. But the research has prompted calls for bigger clinical 
trials to explore how immunotherapy drugs that are intended to rein in 
tumours could instead spur them on.

“With these small numbers, you’re always stuck being a little unsure,” 
says Elad Sharon, a cancer researcher at the US National Cancer 
Institute in Bethesda, Maryland. What’s needed, he says, is larger 
studies that make tumour images available for analysis by outside 
scientists. He would also like to see cancer researchers reach beyond 
their specialty. “What we should be doing probably is more cross-



pollinating with other branches of medicine that look at the immune 
system,” he says.

Related stories
• Cruel fusion: What a young man’s death means for childhood 

cancer
• Cocktails for cancer with a measure of immunotherapy
• Immune cells boost cancer survival from months to years

More related stories
Over the past five years, immunotherapies have revolutionized the 
treatment of some stubborn cancers. Although some of these treatments 
come with severe side effects, the unwanted effects of PD-1 inhibitors 
are relatively mild compared with those of many other cancer drugs.

This has led some physicians to give PD-1 inhibitors to people with 
cancer who have tried all other treatments -- even if the immunotherapy 
has not been shown definitively to work for their disease, says cancer 
researcher and physician Razelle Kurzrock of the University of California 
in San Diego. “Even if there’s a small chance of a response, the 
response itself can be so good,” she says. “We’ve developed the 
attitude: let’s go ahead and try it.”

But one day Kurzrock compared notes with a colleague and found that 
each of them had a patient whose tumours had grown unusually fast 
during treatment with PD-1 inhibitors. Her colleague came back a few 
days later and noted that the patients shared the same rare genetic 
alteration: extra copies of the cancer-driving genes MDM2 or MDM4.

Warning signs
Kurzrock began asking around, collecting anecdotes about people — 
and even about laboratory mice — whose tumours had advanced rapidly 
after treatment with an immunotherapy. Even after collecting examples 
from several sources, she felt nervous about releasing her results. “We 
thought, ‘Who’s going to publish this? They’re not going to believe us,’” 
she says.

Meanwhile, researchers at the Gustave Roussy Institute in Villejuif, 
France, had stumbled on the same problem. Charles Ferté, an 
oncologist at the institute, recalls attending a meeting in which several 



physicians reported bizarre responses to PD-1 treatment. “Some friends 
and colleagues were saying, ‘I treated lung patients with that drug and 
the tumour completely exploded in two weeks’,” says Ferté.

Ferté and his colleagues decided to launch a systematic study of tumour 
growth in their patients. Last November, they published their results: of 
131 people who received anti-PD-1 therapies, 9% developed what the 
investigators called “hyperprogressive” disease, with accelerated tumour 
growth1. The phenomenon appeared to be more common in people over 
the age of 65.

On 28 March, Kurzrock and her colleagues published their data from 
155 people treated with PD-1 inhibitors and other immunotherapies2. Six 
of the people had extra copies of MDM2 or MDM4 and 10 had mutations 
in a gene called EGFR, which is associated with cancer. The team did 
not see any correlation between age and rapidly worsening disease, but 
they did notice that tumours grew faster in four of those with the extra 
MDM2 or MDM4 genes, and in two of the people with EGFR mutations.

The hunt continues
Both teams are still trying to understand how immunotherapy might 
backfire in cancer patients. Kurzrock speculates that the drugs could be 
unleashing proteins called “growth factors” that stimulate certain 
tumours. Sharon, who was not involved in either study, wonders if clues 
could be gleaned from research on the PD-1 protein’s effects on 
infectious diseases. Early studies found that blocking the protein could 
stimulate immune responses against some viruses, but suppressed 
responses to the mycobacterium that causes tuberculosis.

For now, Sharon says there is still not enough evidence to say for sure 
that the rapid tumour growth can be pinned on immunotherapy. The 
measures that Ferte’s team used to study tumour growth have not yet 
been widely tested for use in clinical studies, he notes. “What if this 
happens with other drugs as well, and we just weren’t looking for it?” he 
says. “I would like to see more evidence.”

Ferté agrees that the evidence against immunotherapy is not strong 
enough to warrant dramatic changes in how patients are treated. “I 
would still prescribe it for older patients,” he says. “But we will pay 
special attention.”
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